
Creative Time Theme Pirates - Week 6 11/05 /20             Please try to do 1 activity each day. 

Science- Complete week 3 of your seed diary.  

How do plants breathe?- Plants have to breathe just like you and I do. The difference between plants and people, though, are what we need to breathe. 
Take a big deep breath and hold it. You are breathing in oxygen. Now let it out. The air you let out is carbon dioxide. Plants do 
the same thing, except when they take a deep breath, they breathe in carbon dioxide and when they let it out, it is oxygen. A 
plant’s leaves also have hundreds of thousands of tiny holes in them called stoma. The stoma are so small you have to have a 
microscope to see them, but they are big enough to breathe in the carbon dioxide a plant needs to make its food. 

This experiment will help you see how leaves on plants do an amazing job at breathing- Take a large leaf that has just been 
picked. Put it in a glass bowl with lukewarm water to cover the whole leaf. Now weigh the leaf down with a stone to keep it 
submerged. Put the leaf in a sunny spot either outside or in a window. Now wait for 2 to 3 hours! When you come back you 

should be able to see lots of little bubbles on the leaf that are the oxygen the leaf has expelled. 

Computing  History Design Technology 
Programming with the free Scratch Jr App 

Sequence 
 

This week we are going to learn how to link 
blocks together to make a sequence of 
instructions. 
 
We will be learning to use the 
wait block. 

 
 
Follow the Computing Sequence 
Instructions to create your own sequence 
of instructions to make a penguin move. 

History 
Read the powerpoint which shows the different 
parts of a pirate ship. Then see if you can label 
each of the different parts on the sheet and fill in 
the missing words in the sentences. All of the 
answers are on the powerpoint for you! 

Over the last few weeks you have evaluated the food 
basket and investigated existing lunch boxes 
This week we are going to explore materials: You are going 
to be choosing which reclaimed materials you will use to 
make your lunch box. When choosing materials,you should 
think about which ones will help you to meet the design 
criteria. Work through PDF DT LunchBox Design 
Look at a selection of materials: Which materials do you 
think will be waterproof and why? Which do you think will be 
strong and why? Which materials might make a strong 
handle? Could the materials be made stronger? 
How? What will help keep the lunch safe? 
Design a Lunch box from materials that you might find in 
your house. 
Use the Activity Design of a lunch box sheet. 
 
 
 
 
 



Geography Arts and Crafts Outdoor Learning 
Where is Northern Ireland? 
Your child should now have found the 
capital cities of England, Wales and 
Scotland. 
This week we are going to look at Northern 
Ireland 
Read the PDF about Northern Ireland 
Song about the counties of Northern 
Ireland 
Can you find Belfast which is the capital of 
Northern ireland on a map 
 
The Giant Causeway 
Watch the video about the Giant’s 
Causeway. 
Draw a picture of your favorite part of the 
story. 
 
Recap the countries of Uk 
Song about the United kingdom 
. 

You will Need  
Blue / green thick paint 
Coloured paper or card this can be old cereal 
boxes or bits from old mag 
scissors 
glue 
White paper 
 
First paint a piece of paper in thick blue paint, 
then make up a slightly different blue paint, you 
can do this by either using a different colour or 
adding white to make a lighter blue. 
Next make a scraper- Out of cardboard cut a 
zigzag zag tooth comb pattern, you could use a 
wide tooth comb, fingers or a grouting spreader if 
you have one. Dip the paint in so that it covers 
the tips of your comb and wiggle onto your wet 
blue paper paint to create the waves. 
Now out of paper cut the hull of your pirate ship. 

Cut strips for the mast  
And colour paper sails. 
Decorate with 
portholes. 
When your paper is 
dry. Stick on the parts 
of your pirate ship. 

Create a Rainbow 
Rainbows are made when there is both sunlight and rain at 
the same time. As the white light that we usually see 
passes through the water 
droplets, it bends (refracts) and 
separates into the seven colours 
of the rainbow. White light is really 
made up of red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue, indigo and violet. You can 
only see the rainbow if the light is 
behind you and the water is in front of 
you. 
Equipment  
 Water  
Glass container  
White paper/sheet  
CD/Mirror 
 Activity Here are a few ways to make a light rainbow:  
1) Hold up a container/glass of water so the sunlight goes 
through it. Place a white sheet/paper onto the ground on 
the other side and spot your rainbow.  
2) Place a mirror/old CD partially submerged into a 
container of water. Make sure the mirror/CD is angled to 
face the sun and place your paper/sheet in between the 
water and the sunlight. 
3) Hold a glass of water in front of a window where sunlight 
is passing through. Hold your paper underneath and watch 
the rainbow appear.  
Experiment 
How can you make the biggest/brightest rainbow? Does 
changing the angle of your mirror or height of the water 
make a difference? Can you think of any other ways to 
make your own rainbow? Have a play! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z3v6m8FUTVs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z3v6m8FUTVs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qHygfkHD5TE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ncqDJW4EhmE


 


